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Abst rac t - - In  the present paper, we discuss several problems of convergence and accuracy of 
numerical simulations of 2-D problems, using, for the purpose of examplification, the propagation 
of ultrasonic pulses in complex media. Some of the difficulties are barely an extension to 2-D of 
problems already studied in the 1-D case. Others are novel to the 2-D case and deserve a specific 
analysis. Among the latter, the approximation bywhich an oblique straight line must be represented 
as a ladder in a lattice is considered in detail. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer simulation techniques are continuously expanding their range of applicability. In fact, 
they supersede analytical calculations when the problem becomes too complex or too cumber- 
some; they can also advantageously replace xperimental measurements, provided that the model 
upon which they are based is adequate. 
A method, which has been developed in recent years for the simulation of a variety of prob- 
lems, including the propagation of ultrasonic waves and pulses in complex media, is the Local 
Interaction Simulation Approach (LISA), see [1,2]. The use of LISA is particularly convenient 
in conjunction with parallel processing (although it can be adapted as well to standard serial 
computing). In fact, by putting the processors into a one-to-one correspondence with the "ceils" 
of the discretized material, one can assume that each cell may have different physical properties, 
since the corresponding processors are mutually independent. Thus, an arbitrarily heterogeneous 
discretized system can be treated with the same ease and computer time as a homogeneous one. 
Furthermore, if a large number N of processors work simultaneously and independently to sim- 
ulate the behavior of N ceils (or groups of cells), the computer time can be reduced of up to a 
factor N. In fact, even very complex cases can be simulated for 1000s of t ime steps on a parallel 
computer in a fraction of a minute. 
A very important feature of LISA is, as its name implies, the capability of implementing at the 
local level complex mechanisms, which would be extremely hard to include in a partial differential 
equation. In fact, the method allows full freedom in the choice of interaction between the lattice 
nodes, which represent the material cells. 
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In the framework of LISA, a Sharp Interface Model (SIM) has been developed, which provides 
an exact treatment of the interfaces between a~y two different media [3]. The use of LISA 
with SIM is advantageous with respect o standard FD schemes, which must smooth out the 
interfaces according to some arbitrary model. In fact, such a procedure may lead to unstable or 
nonconvergent solutions and generate pulse distortions without a physical correspondence [4]. 
A thorough discussion of problems of convergence and stability of FD schemes may be found 
in [5,6]. The purpose of the present contribution is to extend the discussions of [3,4], which are 
restricted to 1-D propagation media, to the applicatively more relevant case of 2-D media. 
In Section 2, several problems of convergence and accuracy of the numerical simulations are 
briefly discussed. Some of them are barely an extension to 2-D of problems already studied in the 
1-D case. Others are novel to the 2-D case. Among the latter, the approximation by which an 
oblique straight line must be represented asa ladder in a lattice is particularly worrisome and is 
considered in detail in Section 3, in the simpler case of normal incidence on an oblique interface 
between two different materials, and in Section 4 in the case of oblique incidence. 
2. PROBLEMS OF  CONVERGENCE 
AND ACCURACY IN  2-D 
There are several sources of numerical errors in 2-D FD and LISA simulations. Some of them 
are the natural extension to 2-D of problems already encountered in l-D, while others arise only 
in 2-D or higher dimensions. Among the former, we have the Courant convergence and stability 
requirement, and the interface matching, which have been analyzed for the 1-D case in [3,4], 
respectively. Among the latter are the treatment of the boundary conditions and the "ladder" 
approximation, which occurs in the discretization of a straight line, oblique with respect o the 
coordinate axes of the lattice. These four problems are briefly reviewed in the remainder of this 
section. 
The first problem refers to the so-called Courant condition for the discretization of the wave 
equation in a homogeneous medium 
- = vL ,  (1 )  
T 
where e and T are the space and time steps and vn is the longitudinal phase velocity. The Courant 
condition may be satisfied also in a multilayer, if, in each layer (n), the spatial step an is chosen 
to be proportional to the longitudinal velocity in the layer. The generalization f equation (1) to 
2-D is well known [7] 
V/v  + v}, (2) 
T 
where VT is the transversal (shear) velocity. Unfortunately, it is not possible to satisfy equation (2) 
everywhere in a heterogeneous 2-D medium, since changing arbitrarily the spatial step both 
horizontally and vertically is inconsistent with the requirements of a square or rectangular lattice. 
On the other side, it is shown in [4] that severe distortions of the pulse do not occur up to a 
large number of time steps for a very wide range of values of VL < e/r. In fact, a large number 
of computer experiments (not reported here for brevity) confirm that satisfactory results are 
obtained in all cases of practical interest concerning the transmission or reflection (pulse-echo 
technique) of pulses in not too large heterogenous material specimens. 
The second problem concerns the stability and convergence in the simulation of the ultrasonic 
wave propagation through a sharp interface. It was shown in [3] that large numerical errors may 
arise in 1-D FD simulations, due to the need of smoothing the parameters in the interface region. 
This problem remains in 2-D simulations and may be solved by applying the sharp interface 
model SIM, which requires a matching of both displacements and stresses at the interface. 
The third difficulty concerns the artificial reflections, which are introduced by the edges of the 
discretization lattice and, by propagating inwards, interfere with the true solution of the problem 
in an infinite medium. Possible solutions and improvements are: 
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(i) the paraxial approximation [8], 
(ii) Dirichlet + Neumann boundary conditions [9], 
(iii) the introduction of a strongly attenuative buffer. 
By means of the paraxial approximation f the elastic wave equations a set of absorbing bound- 
ary conditions can be derived. In fact, the outward-moving wavefield can be separated from the 
inward-moving one. Therefore, reflections along the boundaries are reduced by considering only 
outward-moving components. The reflection coefficient can be written as 
( -cos v 
= , (3 )  
where j is the degree of approximation and 0 is the incidence angle. From this expression, it
follows that the paraxial approximation works well only for small incidence angles. 
Alternatively, reflections from the specimen boundary can be completely eliminated by adding 
together the solution with Dirichlet ("fixed") boundary conditions to the one with Neumann 
("free") boundary conditions. In the case of more than one component of displacement, the 
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions must be applied to alternate components at the boundary. 
The analytical formulation is exact and has no dependence on either frequency or the incidence 
angle. However, when more than one boundary is required to be nonreflecting, more solutions 
must be added to cancel multiple reflections. In general, if reflections must be eliminated on 
m surfaces, 2m solutions must be added. Thus, 16 solutions are required for the propagation 
through a 2-D rectangular specimen. In addition, higher-order reflections, which occur when a 
ray path encounters the same surface more than once, cannot be eliminated. Therefore, this 
method works well until the wave reaches the corners of the computational region. 
A simpler, yet effective procedure consists in placing a strongly attenuative buffer all around 
the computational region. Thus, any reflected wave becomes almost completely negligible. This 
method increases strongly the number of nodes, and consequently, the CPU time in sequential 
computing. It is, therefore, advisable only in a parallel processing environment. 
The fourth problem, i.e., the "ladder" approximation f any line, which is not parallel to the 
lattice axes, represents he most typical difficulty arising in 2-D. It does not, of course, affect 
only straight lines and, in fact, is a very serious problem, e.g., for circles, which appear as 
polygons, unless their radius is a very large multiple of ~. It is, therefore, important, in order to 
insure the reliability of numerical simulations, to prove that no numerical effects arise, due to the 
ladder approximation, when the spatial step e is sufficiently small. Also, it is desirable to assess 
the discretization parameters, which guarantee a given level of numerical accuracy. This is the 
purpose of the next two sections, which analyze the two cases of normal and oblique incfdence of 
an ultrasonic longitudinal wave (or pulse) on an oblique interface between two different materials. 
3. NORMAL INC IDENCE ON AN OBLIQUE INTERFACE 
Let us consider a rectangular specimen made of two different materials, eparated by an oblique 
interface which forms an angle ¢ with respect o the horizontal (x-axis). Let us assume that the 
two materials are plexiglass (with Lamb constants A1 = 4.4 x 109kgm-ls-1, #1 = 2.09 x 
109kgm -1 s -1, and density Pl = 1.2 x 10-3kgm -3) and a fictitious material with A2 = 5A1, 
#2 = 5#1, P2 = Pl. If an ultrasonic plane wave is incident normally upon the interface, one finds 
analytically that the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves are given by Ar/Ao = 
0.3826 and At/Ao = 0.6173, respectively (Ao is the amplitude of the incident wave). In the 
following, we present several examples of numerical simulations. The level of agreement between 
the above numbers and the corresponding amplitudes, obtained in the numerical simulations, 
yields a measure of the reliability of the latter. 
In the numerical simulations, we discretize the specimen by means of a lattice of I x J square 
ceils e x ~, and we assume that a longitudinal pulse is input from the left side. The grid is assumed 
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to be sufficiently fine and special care is devoted to eliminate (or at least to keep under control) 
the sources of numerical errors discussed in the previous ection. The pulse, of amplitude Ao = 1, 
is assumed to be Gaussian in time, and described by N gridpoints (i.e., it has a nonnegligible 
amplitude for a length of Ne). We also assume that the oblique interface line is approximated 
by a ladder of steps nxe × nye, with nx and nu being small integer numbers. 
We first consider the case of interface angle ¢ = 45 °. In this case, nx = ny = n. Figure 1 
represents a snapshot of the amplitude map in the case n = 1 and N = 37 shortly after the pulse 
transmission through the interface. The two wavefronts (reflected to the left and transmitted 
to the right) present no distortion and their amplitudes are in excellent agreement with the 
analytical values: Ar = 0.3785, At  = 0.6139. As expected, we do not find any mode-converted 
components, ince the incidence is normal. 
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Figure 1. Snapshot of the reflected and transmitted components of a longitudinal 
plane wave normally incident on an oblique interface with ¢ = 45 °. 
In order to evaluate the error due to the ladder approximation i the case of a coarser discretiza- 
tion, numerical simulations of the same problem have been performed for n -- 2, 4, 5, and 10. 
Figure 2 displays maps of the difference (An - A1) between the amplitude maps (including both 
reflected and transmitted pulses) corresponding to n and 1 for the same value of N. 
The left upper plot shows that in the case n -- 2 the result is qualitatively the same as for 
n = 1, with a faint quantitative difference. For n = 4 the difference is already conspicuous. 
For n = 5, not only the difference is larger, but also a "ladder" effect becomes noticeable, as a 
consequence of the large discretization steps. Finally for n = 10, both the amplitude difference 
and the ladder effect are very large. (The difference among the four cases is even larger than 
it appears from Figure 2, since the top of the scale varies of a factor 10 from the first to the 
fourth plot.) As a consequence, we may conclude that the selected value of s and perhaps twice 
its value represent acceptable choices, depending of course on the required accuracy, while larger 
discretization steps are ufiacceptable. 
A more quantitative valuation of the error due to the ladder approximation is shown in 
Figure 3. By performing a map scanning, the maximum of the difference (An - A1) has been 
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the difference (An - A1) between the amplitudes obtained 
with discretization with step n6 and 6, respectively. From the left upper plot to the 
right lower plot n ---- 2, 3, 5, and 10, respectively. 
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Maximum of the difference (An - A1) vs. n for different N, in the case 
found for various values of N and n. Figure 3 shows that the numerical error in the evaluation of 
the amplitudes is roughly proportional to n and decreases when N increases, as expected, since 
a larger value of N yields a better description of the pulse. 
Figure 4 shows the maps of (An - A1) for nz -- 2, 3, 5, and 10 in the case ¢ = arctan4,  i.e., 
when n v = 4nx. In this case, a noticeable ladder effect appears already for nx -- 3 and becomes 
very large for n~ >_ 5. The difference among the four plots is again much larger than apparent 
from the figure, due to the variation (of about a factor 5) in the top of the scale. 
For a better understanding and evaluation of the ladder effect, we have represented in Figure 5 
the maps of (Ln - L1) (left plots) and (Sn - $1) (right plots) in the two cases nx = 2 (upper 
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Figure 4. Snapshots of the difference (An - A1) in the case ~b = arctan4, i.e., 
ny -- 4nx. From the left upper plot to the right lower plot nx = 2, 3, 5, and 10, 
respectively. 
plots) and nx -- 10 (lower plots). L and S represent the longitudinal and shear components, 
respectively. As it can be seen, the ladder effect is almost negligible in the case nx = 2, although 
a mode-converted shear component is already visible. This effect becomes larger (again, even 
larger than apparent from the figure, due to the variation in the top scale) for nx -- 10. In the 
right plot, in particular, a strong shear component is originated by mode conversion from the 
steps of the ladder. 
4. OBL IQUE INC IDENCE ON AN OBL IQUE INTERFACE 
Let us now consider the case of an ultrasonic plane wave incident with an arbitrary angle 
0 ° < z~ < 90 ° upon an interface between two different materials. We choose the same 2-D 
specimen as in the previous case of normal incidence. We wish to evaluate, also in this case, the 
reliability of the numerical simulation, by comparing the numerical with the analytical results. 
The comparison is particularly meaningful since, by mode conversion, an initially longitudinal 
(or shear) pulse gives rise at the interface to two reflected and two transmitted waves (both 
longitudinal and shear), and therefore, eight quantities (four amplitudes and four angles) may be 
compared. 
The simulations have been performed with a longitudinal pulse of amplitude Ao -- 1 and 
an incident angle z~ = 20 °. The wave is assumed to be Gaussian in time and described by 
N = 37 gridpoints. Again, we approximate the interface, forming an angle ¢ with respect o the 
horizontal, with a ladder of steps nx × nu. We always choose nx -- 1. 
Figure 6 shows the displacement maps corresponding to four different choices of ¢. In each 
plot, the largest and brightest stripe corresponds to the transmitted longitudinal component. 
Next in the absolute value of its amplitude is the reflected longitudinal component. The two 
mode-converted transmitted and reflected components can also be seen, trailing the longitudinal 
components, at the angles predicted by Snell's law. Figure 6 shows, albeit only qualitatively, 
that the amplitudes of the four components do not depend appreciably on the choice of interface 
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plots) in the case ~b = arctan 4 with n= ---- 2 (upper plots) and nx = 10 (lower plots). 
L and S represent the longitudinal and shear components, respectively. 
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Figure 6. Displacement maps corresponding to a plane wave with an incidence angle 
0 ---- 20 ° upon an interface making an angle ¢ with respect o the horizontal. Prom the 
left upper to the right lower plot ¢ = 90 °, arctan 4, arctan 2, and 45 °, respectively. 
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angle ¢. This is, of course, an important check of the reliability of the simulations, since it 
proves that, for the choice of numerical parameters considered, the ladder approximation for the 
interface is satisfactory, even in the case of oblique incidence. 
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Table i. Analytical and numerical values of the amplitudes and angles of the reflected 
and transmitted components (longitudinal and shear mode-converted). 
A~ A~ A~ A~ #~ =~ ~ 
Ao Ao Ao Ao 
Analyt~al 0.3805 0.1716 0.7075 0.2571 20 ° 9.7 ° 
4=90 ° 0.3979 0.2088 0.7337 0.3054 20 ° 10 ° 
¢=arctan4 0.3802 0.2288 0.7036 0.3508 20 ° 10 ° 
¢=arctan2 0.3923 0.2135 0.7296 0.3376 20 ° 10 ° 
¢ = 45 ° 0.3867 0.2219 0.7057 0.3423 20 ° 10 ° 
49.8 ° 22.2 ° 
50 o 22 ° 
50 ° 22 ° 
50 ° 22 ° 
50 o 22 ° 
For a more quantitative valuation of the numerical errors involved, we refer to Table 1, 
which compares the amplitudes and propagation angles in the four cases (¢ = 90 °, arctan4, 
arctan2, 45 °) with the results of an analytical evaluation [10]. Note that both the amplitudes 
and angles have been evaluated, in the case of the simulations, by scanning the displacement 
maps, and therefore, are only approximated. Nevertheless, as it can be seen from the table, the 
agreement is excellent for the angles and quite good for the longitudinal components. It is not so 
good (but still acceptable) for the shear components, due to the presence of artificial reflections 
from the boundaries. This, however, poses a problem only for special applications, as discussed 
in the next section, and, if necessary, improvements in the treatment of the boundary conditions 
are possible, as discussed in Section 2. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have discussed some problems of accuracy and reliability in the simulations of ultrasonic 
waves propagation, as performed with the LISA method. In particular, we have analyzed the 
"ladder effect", which represents the effect due to the discretization of an oblique straight line, 
which, by necessity, becomes a "ladder" in a discretization grid. We have found that, with a 
proper choice of the discretization parameters, the resulting numerical errors become negligible. 
The propagating pulse becomes, however, severely distorted if either the ladder step is increased 
or the number of space (or time) steps, used to describe the pulse, is decreased. 
A study case of particular interest is represented by the propagation of a pulse obliquely 
incident on an interface, which is itself oblique, with respect o the lattice axes. In this case, 
four waves are originated by mode conversion at the interface and it is possible to compare 
the amplitudes and propagation angles of all four with the analytical results. The comparison 
shows that, for reasonable values of N (number of points which define the pulse) and for a 
sufficiently fine mesh, both the propagation angles and amplitudes of the longitudinal components 
are well reproduced. Less accuracy is obtained for the shear components, which, however, arrive 
much later to the receivers, both in a pulse-echo and transmission environment. Therefore, 
they are usually much less important, since most experiments are based on first arrival times-of- 
flight. A more accurate treatment is, however, necessary for more demanding techniques, such 
as multiparameter reconstruction tomography [11], which require reliable measurements of the 
times-of-flight and amplitudes (and maybe pulse shape) of secondary pulses. 
In conclusion, we may state that LISA simulations provide flexible and accurate computations, 
even in 2-D problems. Since the "philosophy" of LISA is to introduce in a direct way all the 
relevant physical features, this method represents an efficient alternative to classical methods, 
e.g., finite difference method [5,6], finite element method [12,13], Trefftz spectral method [14,15]. 
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